New formula, improved, faster and at a more competitive price. This liquid will darken the photo etch brass parts, and also barrels of machine guns and tank barrels. The end result with brass parts is a finish which is very similar to steel. It is highly recommended to darken your photo-etch parts before use.

Materials needed for the process.

After preparing and separating all the parts with the help of tweezers dive them into the acetone.

With a brush clean the parts, the acetone will remove all possible traces of grease and dirt.

Once they are dry, soak them with tweezers in the burnishing fluid.

Again with the brush rub all parts so the liquid reaches all corners and crevices.

Let it act for some minutes.

When you see the pieces have changed color and become darker, then they are ready.

If you polish them you will get a more attractive metallic gray appearance and in some cases you will not need painting.

We managed to rust the metal and will now be easier to paint.